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WINE IN AUTUMN…

Autumn is here and with that 
our wine buying changes; 
whether we are thinking of wines 
to enjoy by the fire, with heartier 
meals, or just to enjoy with a 
good book in your favourite fluffy 
slippers… we start to look at 
warming reds, sherries and ports.  

This catalogue details our 2020 
autumn wine cases. Choose a 
price band, and a ‘mix’, we’ll get 
it ready for collection or delivery. 

Enjoy! 
Image: Hannah & Hugo @ Sherborne Castle 2019 ‘Autumn Colours’



£45 Mixed

£45 
Mixed
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CINTILLA BRANCO 
PENINSULA DE SEBUTAL, PORTUGAL 

FERNÃO PIRES 
The Pegões vineyard is located between two Nature Reserves: the Tagus estuary to the northwest and the 
Sado on the southwest. To the east are the Arrabida hills and to the west the Alentejo province's clays. The 
unique soil here is named "Pliocenico de Pegões". Intense fruity aromas with hints of sun-ripened peach 

and spice. Creamy and fruity on the palate, with good structure and a pleasant, fresh finish. 
 

LA BASTILLE BLANC 
VIN DE FRANCE 

UGNI BLANC | COLOMBARD 
La Bastille White is a blend of traditional and classic Mediterranean grapes and is made in a clean, crisp 

modern style with an aromatic, flowery nose. Good with salads and shellfish. 
 

AI GALERA, ‘ENCANTADO’ 
TEJO, PORTUGAL 

TINTA RORIZ 
Long overlooked by the wine cognoscenti, the burgeoning interest in Portuguese wine is finally resulting in 

more awareness of the potential of this proud country. A beautiful aroma of fresh red fruits with cherry being 
predominant. Intense flavours that match the aroma; fresh and a ‘foodie’ rosé! 

 
LAS CONDES 

CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE 
CARMÉNÈRE 

Santa Carolina was founded in 1922 in Santiago, and is one of the oldest wine producers in Chile. The 
founder of the Vineyard, Don Lorenzo Reus, brought the expertise of how to make wine from the old Central 
region of Mallorca (Spain) to the fertile Chilean Central Valley. This is a cheeky little Carménère that pairs so 
well with comfort food. Something we all need right now. It's got lots of black hedgerow fruit on the palate 

and some lovely little spicy notes that play on your tongue. 
 

BROKEN SHACKLE CLASSIC RED  
S.E. AUSTRALIA 

SHIRAZ 92% | MERLOT 7% | CABERNET SAUVIGNON 1% 
An easy drinking, full-flavoured Australian red, showing aromas of ripe plum and redcurrant over toasty 

mocha and spicy oak. The palate is full flavoured, with notes of rich plum, blueberry and mocha 
underpinned by ripe tannins which impart great structure and length to the palate. 

 
BODEGAS PANIZA ‘DAMA D ROCA’ 

ARAGON, SPAIN 
GARNACHA 

The vineyard is situated in a hilly terrain at the base of the Iberian Mountains in North East Spain. Vibrant 
aromas of ripe forest fruits, blackberry and black cherry are enveloped by hints of spice and vanilla. Smooth 
and juicy on the palate with soft tannins and a long fruity finish. Ironically, putting the label aside, this is our 

‘playing cards’ wine as it is flavoursome but so easy drinking. Great with some charcuterie… 
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ALTORITAS 
CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 

Blackberry and blackcurrant fruit on a refreshing and relatively light palate for a cabernet. It’s a great little 
mid-week easy drinker and incredibly smooth. Great with red meat comfort dishes. 

 
ROULEUR ROUGE 

LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE 
CARIGNAN 

Le Rouleur "The Cyclist" refers to the Tour de France, an emblematic annual multiple stage bicycle race 
primarily held in France going through different villages in France including South of France. Carignan is a 
grape usually involved in Côtes du Rhone blends, but we are seeing it more and more as a solo grape. It’s 

smooth and all about the red berries from beginning to end, 
 

VINOS MÁS BUSCADOS ‘CENTELLEO’ 
LA MANCHA, SPAIN 

TEMPRANILLO | SYRAH 
Long overlooked by the wine cognoscenti, the burgeoning interest in Portuguese wine is finally resulting in 

more Literally meaning "the most wanted", Vinos Más Buscados is a collection of wines grown and nurtured 
in the Southern half of Spain, mainly in the area known as La Mancha. Spain's most famous grape variety, 

Tempranillo, is full of juicy bramble and cherry fruits with a hint of spice on the nose while the palate 
displays soft rounded tannins. This red is supple and succulent with a juicy finish. Great With Lamb Cutlets! 

 
LAS CONDES 

CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE 
CARMÉNÈRE 

Santa Carolina was founded in 1922 in Santiago, and is one of the oldest wine producers in Chile. The 
founder of the Vineyard, Don Lorenzo Reus, brought the expertise of how to make wine from the old Central 
region of Mallorca (Spain) to the fertile Chilean Central Valley. This is a cheeky little Carménère that pairs so 
well with comfort food. Something we all need right now. It's got lots of black hedgerow fruit on the palate 

and some lovely little spicy notes that play on your tongue. 
 

BROKEN SHACKLE CLASSIC RED  
S.E. AUSTRALIA 

SHIRAZ 92% | MERLOT 7% | CABERNET SAUVIGNON 1% 
An easy drinking, full-flavoured Australian red, showing aromas of ripe plum and redcurrant over toasty 

mocha and spicy oak. The palate is full flavoured, with notes of rich plum, blueberry and mocha 
underpinned by ripe tannins which impart great structure and length to the palate. 

 
BODEGAS PANIZA ‘DAMA D ROCA’ 

ARAGON, SPAIN 
GARNACHA 

The vineyard is situated in a hilly terrain at the base of the Iberian Mountains in North East Spain. Vibrant 
aromas of ripe forest fruits, blackberry and black cherry are enveloped by hints of spice and vanilla. Smooth 
and juicy on the palate with soft tannins and a long fruity finish. Ironically, putting the label aside, this is our 

‘playing cards’ wine as it is flavoursome but so easy drinking. Great with some charcuterie… 
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CINTILLA BRANCO 
PENINSULA DE SEBUTAL, PORTUGAL 

FERNÃO PIRES 
The Pegões vineyard is located between two Nature Reserves: the Tagus estuary to the northwest and the 
Sado on the southwest. To the east are the Arrabida hills and to the west the Alentejo province's clays. The 
unique soil here is named "Pliocenico de Pegões". Intense fruity aromas with hints of sun-ripened peach 

and spice. Creamy and fruity on the palate, with good structure and a pleasant, fresh finish. 
 

LA BASTILLE BLANC 
VIN DE FRANCE 

UGNI BLANC | COLOMBARD 
La Bastille White is a blend of traditional and classic Mediterranean grapes and is made in a clean, crisp 

modern style with an aromatic, flowery nose. Good with salads and shellfish. 
 

BELFIORE 
VENZIE, ITALY 
PINOT GRIGIO 

 A great example of a pinot grigio, with more flavour to it than mass-produced examples out there. It’s light 
& fresh; summer in a glass! Partners with goat’s cheese, pork loins and roasted vegetables. 

 
NOVITA 

EMILIA ROMAGNO, ITALY 
TREBBIANO 

A light, dry and refreshing white wine from the Trebbiano grape, with notes of citrus, acacia flowers and a 
touch of minerality leading to a zesty and lingering finish. 

 
LAS CONDES 

CENTRAL VALLEY 
CHARDONNAY 

Chardonnay stands out for the intensity of its aromas of tropical fruits and apples. The acidity is well 
balanced on the palate and the overall result is light, fresh, crisp and fruity Chardonnay.  

 
HAZY VIEW  
S.AFRICA 

CHENIN BLANC 
South African Chenin is one of life’s great joys; once you’ve discovered it, you’ll be hooked. It’s refreshing 

and dry, but ‘fruity dry’ with luscious rounded fruity notes such as fresh melon, a touch of citrus and a hint of 
honey. Can you tell how much we like Chenin? This is a little intro to Chenin- a baby.  
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MONTSABLÉ 
PAYS D’OC, FRANCE 

CHARDONNAY 
A remarkable melange of pears, peach, honey toffee, cream and vanilla on the palate. Beautifully balanced 
with ripeness, acidity, length and real structure. A very classy Chardonnay that is perfect for poultry dishes 

and cheese. 
 

FUNKSTILLE 
NIEDERÖSTERREICH, AUSTRIA 

GRÜNER VELTLINER 
Subtle exotic hints, ripe pear and fresh citrus flavours, it's a dry wine with complex flavours. The palate is 

rich with flavours of melon and grapefruit with a refreshing, zippy finish. We all need a little 
'Funkstille' (radio silence) in our life now and again. Kick back and take a moment to enjoy the silence with a 

glass of Grüner Veltliner.  

 
FELICETTE 

LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE 
GRENACHE 

It is often said that there are more people who have travelled to space than there are Masters of Wine, and 
while that may be very true, there are many more MW's than there are cosmic cats. In a uniquely Gallic 
surge of innovation, 1963 witnessed France entering the feline space race via a cat named Félicette. a 

Grenache Rosé that is fresh, fruity dry and delicious! Great with Salmon. 

 
TE QUIERO ORGANIC RED FIELD BLEND 

LA MANCHA, SPAIN 
A FIELD BLEND 

A blend of mainly Tempranillo and Syrah with smaller amounts of Garnacha, Monastrell and Tinto Velasco. 
The minor varieties are in such tiny quantities they are fermented together (hence Field Blend). Warming, 

fruit-focused red with violet, plum, spice and very subtle oak flavours. Surprisingly more suave than rustic. 
Deliciously drinkable! 

 
VIÑA ECHEVERRIA 

CHILE 
CARMÉNÈRE RESERVA 

Established in 1930, but with an agricultural heritage going back to the 1700s, Viña Echeverría is as much 
today, as always, driven by a shared passion for winemaking and an uncompromising search for excellence. 
A firm favourite in the shop; it’s gnarly black hedgerow fruit entwined with spicy undertones in a glass. Our 

chilli con carne wine! 
 

CROFT ‘TRIPLE CROWN’ PORT 
PORTUGAL 

Attractive, fresh raspberry and cassis aromas; this port has a heady, almost scented quality to it. This is 
repeated on the mouth. The wine is a delicious mouthful of fresh fruit flavours in perfect balance. Great for 

autumn full stop 
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VACHNADZIANI WINERY SAPERAVI 
KAKHETI, GEORGIA 

SAPERAVI 
Georgia is considered to be the ‘cradle of wine', as 8,000-year-old indigenous Rkatsiteli grape seeds have 

been found in clay vessels. Vachnadziani was established in 1953 and is one of the oldest wineries in 
Georgia. During the Soviet years, the vineyard fell into disrepair, but now the vineyards and cellars have 

received considerable investment. The aim is to preserve their ancient wine culture while combining it with 
cutting edge technology. 100% Saperavi. This a juicy wine with a fruity bite. Not a far cry from the experience 

of drinking a Sangiovese. Lots of tangy red berries on the palate. A biblical wine of biblical proportions! 
 

DOÑA PAULA ‘PAULA’ 
LUJAN DE CUYO, ARGENTINA 

MALBEC 
Doña Paula is a leading, modern winery at the forefront of exploring and investing in new, high quality wine 

regions in Argentina. A full flavoured Malbec with sweet, spicy and intense aromas of ripe red fruits, 
complemented by subtle floral hints of violets. A well balanced wine with a soft and velvety texture and a 

rich finish.  
 

SAN MARZANO ‘IL PUMO’ 
SALENTO, ITALY 

PRIMITIVO 
 An intense aroma of plum, cherry and spice, with hints of rosemary and vanilla. A full- bodied wine, soft 

and balanced, full of ripe fruit flavours in an easy drinking style from the South of Italy. 
Pairing: Delicious with savoury first courses, red meat, game and mature cheese.  

 
TE QUIERO ORGANIC RED FIELD BLEND 

LA MANCHA, SPAIN 
A FIELD BLEND 

A blend of mainly tempranillo and syrah with smaller amounts of garnacha, monastrell and tinto velasco. 
The minor varieties are in such tiny quantities they are fermented together (hence Field Blend). Warming, 

fruit-focused red with violet, plum, spice and very subtle oak flavours. Surprisingly more suave than rustic. 
Deliciously drinkable! 

 
VIÑA ECHEVERRIA 

CHILE 
CARMÉNÈRE RESERVA 

Established in 1930, but with an agricultural heritage going back to the 1700s, Viña Echeverría is as much 
today, as always, driven by a shared passion for winemaking and an uncompromising search for excellence. 
A firm favourite in the shop; it’s gnarly black hedgerow fruit entwined with spicy undertones in a glass. Our 

chilli con carne wine! 
 

CROFT ‘TRIPLE CROWN’ PORT 
PORTUGAL 

Attractive, fresh raspberry and cassis aromas; this port has a heady, almost scented quality to it. This is 
repeated on the mouth. The wine is a delicious mouthful of fresh fruit flavours in perfect balance. Great for 

autumn full stop  
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MONTSABLÉ 
PAYS D’OC, FRANCE 

CHARDONNAY 
A remarkable melange of pears, peach, honey toffee, cream and vanilla on the palate. Beautifully balanced 
with ripeness, acidity, length and real structure. A very classy Chardonnay that is perfect for poultry dishes 

and cheese. 
 

FUNKSTILLE 
NIEDERÖSTERREICH, AUSTRIA 

GRÜNER VELTLINER 
Subtle exotic hints, ripe pear and fresh citrus flavours, it's a dry wine with complex flavours. The palate is 

rich with flavours of melon and grapefruit with a refreshing, zippy finish. We all need a little 
'Funkstille' (radio silence) in our life now and again. Kick back and take a moment to enjoy the silence with a 

glass of Grüner Veltliner.  

 
INDOMITA ‘NOSTROS’ 

BIO BIO, CHILE 
RIESLING 

This is an excellent representation of the diversity of this grape. Dry, light, refreshing with some minerality. A 
beautiful pale green colour, intense lime and lemon aromas with a hint of flora, refreshing and zesty on the 

palate. Prawn cocktail, Goan fish curry, creamy cod chowder stew. 

 
TE QUIERO ORGANIC WHITE FIELD BLEND 

LA MANCHA, SPAIN 
A FIELD BLEND 

A mix of small plots of a multitude of exotic old fashioned grapes resulting in a flavoursome, rich yet vibrant 
wine from the heart of Spain 

 
VIÑA ECHEVERRIA 

CHILE 
SAUVIGNON BLANC RESERVA 

This vibrant and pristine Chilean Sauvignon Blanc combines citrus notes of grapefruit and lime with 
refreshing hints of peach. The palate is fresh and crisp through to an uplifting fruity finish. 

Pairing: Chilled as an aperitif or to accompany grilled meats or dishes that have fatty content/cream to ‘cut 
through’. Very versatile.  

 
WHITE & SEA  

CÔTES DE GASGOGNE, FRANCE 
COLOMBARD | SAUVIGNON 

Dry, fresh white packed with citrus and some tropical aromas. Lemon, green apple and a hint of passion 
fruit on the palate. Balanced by refreshing acidity and a lovely zesty finish. 

Pairing: Delicious chilled as an aperitif or with any seafood, fish and chips or asparagus risotto. 
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MULDERBOSCH VINEYARD 
STELLENBOSCH, S.AFRICA 

SAUVIGNON BLANC 
Unmistakably Sauvignon in character, with striking citrus aromas and a hint of herbal lemongrass on the 
nose. Green fig flavours on the palate are lifted by natural acidity and balanced by a firm, chalky texture. 

Delicious with freshly shucked oysters; sardines or mackerel grilled on open coals. 
 

ZEPHYR WINES 
MARLBOROUGH, N.ZEALAND 

GEWÜRZTRAMINER 
Ben Glover, of Wither Hills fame, is now focusing on matters closer to home and has taken charge of his 

family winery, Zephyr.Referring to himself humbly as the janitor, Ben creates wines from their own 
vineyards in the renowned Marlborough sub-region of Dillon's Point. Enticing red capsicum, gooseberry and 

freshly cut lemongrass on the nose. Focused primary fruit with elegant textural weight and balanced 
lingering acidity. Roast Pork with quince and apple sauce. Washed rind cheese. 

 
DOMAINE DE PIERRE ‘OISLY’ 

TOURAINE, FRANCE 
SAUVIGNON BLANC 

 Everything that we love about Touraine Sauvignon. It’s dry, refreshing and crisp. It’s got an abundance of 
acidity and can be enjoyed by itself with a straw! On a more serious note, this is a quality wine from a small 

producer that just ‘gets’ what is great about Sauvignon from the region. A modern classic in the making! 
Great with grilled meats and dishes that include parsley, mint or tarragon. 

 
DOMAINE DE COLLETE 

RÉGNIÉ, BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE 
GAMAY 

In the charming flower-decked village of Lantignie, Jacky Gaulthier and his family manage Domaine de Colette in an 
eco-aware manner and practice "Lutte Raisonnée".Jacky started out on his own at 17 when he took over his uncle's 
estate and bought some additional plots to offer a wider range of terroir specific wines. Fresh and aromatic on the 

nose, with subtle and beautifully integrated tannin. 
 

VIÑA COBOS ‘FELINO’ 
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 

MALBEC 
An award-winning winery in the heart of Mendoza with Paul Hobbs at the helm. They are meticulous in the 
approach to winemaking and are all about the ‘science of wine’ with cutting edge studies into terroir and 
production. Felino Malbec really is nectar in a glass; elegant & balanced, hints of liquorice and chocolate, 

smooth with firm tannins.  
 

CHÂTEAU NAUJAN LAPEREYRE 
BORDEAUX, FRANCE 

A very drinkable Bordeaux Supérieur. Earthy, fruity with lots of warming hedgerow berries and plum notes, 
some winter spice. Delicious and moreish - a true little classic! 
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CHÂTEAU JULIEN 
BORDEAUX, FRANCE 

MERLOT 90%, CABERNET FRANC 5%, CABERNET SAUVIGNON 5%  
A fleshy and mellow Bordeaux full of chunky plummy fruit with a hint of dark chocolate and a peppery finish. 

The immaculate Château Julien covers 21 hectares of vines, including four hectares of Bordeaux rouge, 
close to Lussac St Emilion. The château has received significant investment and renovation in the vineyard 

and cellars by the current owner who purchased the property from the family who had previously owned the 
Château for three generations.  

 
SILENT NOISE ’S.G.Z’ 

MCLAREN VALE, AUSTRALIA 
SHIRAZ | GRENACHE | ZINFANDEL 

At first, purple fruit pastilles dominate the nose but then the scent of slightly dusty dried rose petals come to 
the fore with glimpses of ripe raspberry sweets. The palate is smooth and rounded with a combination of 

purple and red berry fruits and tinges of cinnamon. The finish is all mocha chocolate delivered by lingering 
tannins. A great wine! 

 
DOMAINE LA BERTHETE ‘ST CECILE’ CÔTES DU RHÔNE VILLAGES 

CÔTES DU RHÔNE, FRANCE 
GRENACHE | SYRAH 

Instantly appealing, perfumed, generous flavours which develop layers of complexity. Notes of liquorice & 
soft spice. Real finesse. A fantastic example of a Rhône! 

 Pairing: Pork joint, dry pork sausage and wild boar. Also, medium seasoned cheeses. 
 

DOMAINE DE COLLETE 
RÉGNIÉ, BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE 

GAMAY 
In the charming flower-decked village of Lantignie, Jacky Gaulthier and his family manage Domaine de 

Colette in an eco-aware manner and practice "Lutte Raisonnée".Jacky started out on his own at 17 when he 
took over his uncle's estate and bought some additional plots to offer a wider range of terroir specific wines. 

Fresh and aromatic on the nose, with subtle and beautifully integrated tannin. 
 

VIÑA COBOS ‘FELINO’ 
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 

MALBEC 
An award-winning winery in the heart of Mendoza with Paul Hobbs at the helm. They are meticulous in the 
approach to winemaking and are all about the ‘science of wine’ with cutting edge studies into terroir and 
production. Felino Malbec really is nectar in a glass; elegant & balanced, hints of liquorice and chocolate, 

smooth with firm tannins.  
 

CHÂTEAU NAUJAN LAPEREYRE 
BORDEAUX, FRANCE 

A very drinkable Bordeaux Supérieur. Earthy, fruity with lots of warming hedgerow berries and plum notes, 
some winter spice. Delicious and moreish - a true little classic! 
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MULDERBOSCH VINEYARD 
STELLENBOSCH, S.AFRICA 

SAUVIGNON BLANC 
Unmistakably Sauvignon in character, with striking citrus aromas and a hint of herbal lemongrass on the 
nose. Green fig flavours on the palate are lifted by natural acidity and balanced by a firm, chalky texture. 

Delicious with freshly shucked oysters; sardines or mackerel grilled on open coals. 
 

ZEPHYR WINES 
MARLBOROUGH, N.ZEALAND 

GEWÜRZTRAMINER 
Ben Glover, of Wither Hills fame, is now focusing on matters closer to home and has taken charge of his 

family winery, Zephyr.Referring to himself humbly as the janitor, Ben creates wines from their own 
vineyards in the renowned Marlborough sub-region of Dillon's Point. Enticing red capsicum, gooseberry and 

freshly cut lemongrass on the nose. Focused primary fruit with elegant textural weight and balanced 
lingering acidity. Roast Pork with quince and apple sauce. Washed rind cheese. 

 
DOMAINE DE PIERRE ‘OISLY’ 

TOURAINE, FRANCE 
SAUVIGNON BLANC 

 Everything that we love about Touraine Sauvignon. It’s dry, refreshing and crisp. It’s got an abundance of 
acidity and can be enjoyed by itself with a straw! On a more serious note, this is a quality wine from a small 

producer that just ‘gets’ what is great about Sauvignon from the region. A modern classic in the making! 
Great with grilled meats and dishes that include parsley, mint or tarragon. 

 
TAHBILK  

NAGAMBIE LAKES, AUSTRALIA 
MARSANNE 91%, RIESLING 5%, CHARDONNAY 1%, ROUSSANNE 1%, SAUVIGNON BLANC 1%, VERDELHO 1% 

TAHBILK are known for their absolute quality. Grapefruit zest and citrus floral aromas are carried through to a 
decidedly lively, mineral palate complemented by pear, Granny Smith apple and citrus fruits. Delicious with white fish 

baked in a lemon butter sauce. 
 

VIÑA COBOS ‘FELINO’ 
ARGENTINA 

CHARDONNAY 
An award-winning winery in the heart of Mendoza with Paul Hobbs at the helm. They are meticulous in the 
Vineyards in Valle de Uco and Luján de Cuyo. Planted at high altitude of around 3,300 feet (1,000 metres). 

Semi-desert climate.On the nose we find notes of white peach, green apple, white flowers and honeysuckle. 
On the palate, it has great freshness, balance and persistent finish. It’s a moreish Chardonnay that always 

delivers what it promises. 
 

THELEMA WINERY’S ‘SUTHERLAND’ RANGE 
ELGIN, S.AFRICA 

VIOGNIER | ROUSSANNE 
Pretty aromas of sun ripened apricots, peaches and a hint of spring blossoms are so typical of our Viognier 

and Roussanne blend. Ripe summer fruit flavours and good acidity are complimented by this wine’s 
excellent texture and complexity; a prefect accompaniment to mildly spicy dishes. 
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